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UAHuntsville Homecoming 2012
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By Kara Million, Staff Writer

UAH Hockey sets a home record
By Jeff Carr, Sports Reporter
Homecoming weekend
always offers a lot of fun
and excitement for UAHuntsville students, but
this year, most of the ex
citement surrounded the
ice at Propst Arena in the
Von Braun Center.
The UAH hockey team
took on Minnesota State
Friday and Saturday for
their first two games of the
year. Friday was a special
night as the commissioner
of the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association was

in attendance to do an inperson evaluation of the
Chargers. Tickets were
free to everyone which
drew a big crowd. About
5,106 people packed the
arena to watch the Char
gers play, a new home
attendance record. That
number should prove con
vincing to people who
question the fans' support
of the hockey team.
Despite the large crowd,
the Chargers lost game
one to the Mavericks by a

score of 4 to 1. UAH came
out strong and aggressive
and played great for the
first two periods, enter
ing the third period trail
ing only 2 to 1. The third
proved the difference,
though, as the size and
depth of talent on the Min
nesota State side was just
too much for UAH to over
come in the first round.
SEE HOCKEY, PAGE 2

•

follow us on Twitter
@thechargertimes
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Vice Presidential Debate
By Nicolas Neely, Staff Writer
The Vice Presidential
candidates went on the
offensive and scored jabs
in Danville, Ky., as Dem
ocrats tried to regain
traction after failing to
catch fire after President
Obama's disappointing
debate performance.
Vice President Joe

Biden and Rep. Paul
Ryan met for the second
televised debate featur
ing candidates from the
party tickets. Biden came
into the Centre Col
lege auditorium with a
greater task than Ryan,
having to win back frustrated Democrats and in

Follow us for
thechargertimes

@thechargertimes

UAHuntsville's
weeklong
homecoming
cel
ebration was a resound
ing success, featuring the
crowning of the homecom
ing king and queen, a lively
display of basketball talent
at Midnight Madness and
various other competitions
and games.
Homecoming court vot
ing opened on Oct. 8, and
on Friday night it was an
nounced that Alexander
"Smiles" Davis and Nadia Araiinejad had been
crowned homecoming king
and queen. Davis, a junior,
was representing Pi Kap
pa Alpha Fraternity, and

Araiinejad, a senior, was
representing UAH housing.
Morgan Gilley was first
runner-up for queen, and
Jervic Caparas was first
runner-up for king. The
20 members of this year's
homecoming court repre
sented a wide spectrum of
campus organizations, from
the Marine Biology Club to
the SGA to the UAH Col
lege Republicans.
"I decided to run for
Homecoming because I was
encouraged to do so by my
peers," Davis said. "They in
spired me to rim by inform
ing me that they would vote
for me and believed I could

win. It was important to
me because they all be
lieved I had a great shot
at it, and I didn't want to
let everyone down."
Davis also stated that
he intends to stay as in
volved on campus as pos
sible and plans to run
for SGA president in the
spring.
Nadia Araiinejad was
surprised to be crowned
homecoming queen be
cause she felt there were
many qualified candi
dates.
SEE HOMECOMING,
PAGE 2

Memes, Skits and Creativity at unarger aiomp
By Leon Kennedy, Staff Writer

dependents after Presi
dent Obama's apathetic
debate performance one
week prior. Mitt Romney's solid performance
against Obama led to
a bump for Romney in
many swing state polls
and in his favorability
among potential voters.

Charger Stomp featured
the stepping talent of the
UAHuntsville community
last week as a part of the
Homecoming celebrations.
Performers treated
students to a diverse lineup
of dance moves, improvi
sation and powerful step
routines. Musical diversity
featured the highly popular
SEE DEBATE, PAGE 2
and memetic song "Gang-
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nam Style" by PSY and
comparatively popular song
"Call Me Maybe" by Carly
Rae Jepsen. Celebrity was
not limited to music as the
popular 90s television show
Powerpuff Girls inspired
[X]'s performance.
The performers spent
hours rehearsing. First
place winners Delta Zeta
practiced three times a week
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for an hour for their perfoi
mance. The crowd favorite
Green Club, practiced se\
eral days leading up to th
event. Tiffany Webb, an o:
ficer in the Green Club, sail
they practiced 2-3 hours
day leading up to the evem
Fun was the biggest mot
vation among the clubs t
spend this much time o:
their performances.
SEE STOMP, PAGE
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Vice Presidential Debate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Many journalists spec
ulated, and were proven
correct, that the 42-yearold Ryan would use the fo
rum to underscore specif
ics and talk up Romney's
plans for the country if
elected in order to keep
Romney's momentum go
ing.
Foreign policy dominat
ed the discussions focus
ing on the issues of Iran's
nuclear program, the tur
moil in Syria, troop with
drawal in Afghanistan
and the attack on the U.S.
consulate in Libya, which

resulted in the death of
Ambassador Chris Ste
vens. A veteran and for
eign policy expert, Biden
was forceful in his criti
cism of the Republican's
aggressive foreign policy
outlining the effectiveness
of international sanctions
against Tehran and its
nuclear program. Ryan, a
foreign policy novice, held
his ground when pointing
out the administration's
alleged bungling of the
attack in Benghazi. "This
Benghazi issue would be
a tragedy in and of itself,

but unfortunately it's in
dicative of a broader prob
lem," Ryan said."And that
is what we are watching
on our TV screens is the
unraveling of the Obama
foreign policy." Biden de
livered the line of the
night by describing his
characterizations as malarkey.
Ryan, a self described
policy wonk, was more at
home with domestic, fis
cal issues such as Medi
care which he contends
must be protected from
the hundreds of billions of
dollars in cuts as a result
of Obamacare. While more
detailed than Biden's re
marks on the economy,
Biden was still rated by

UAH Stomp

Delta Zeta started their
routine with a skit between
two factions within the so
rority - each one wore a
different colored shirt. The
separate factions combined
after a dance-off and the
entire performance caused
them to win first place.
Greek society domi
nated the competition. Of
all the various groups per-

petition offered variety to
the attendees. "There is a
lot of variety," Caudles said
when asked about the var
ious groups performances.
Crowd Favorite went to
the Green Club, third place
went to Zeta Phi Beta, sec
ond place went to Kappa
Delta/Sigma Nu and first
place went to Delta Zeta.

evening was essentially
a wash. Observers gave
credit to both candidates
for illustrating their spe
cific policies. Stylistically
most viewers were put off
by Biden's frequent laugh
ing and interruptions of
Ryan, seemingly overcompensating for Obama's
lack of energy in the last
debate. However, spokes
men for both sides said
each camp was pleased
with their candidate's per
formance.
Other topics addressed
included how their faith
informs their decisions,
abortion and character.
The next presidential
debate will take place Oct.
16 in a town hall format.

UAH Homecoming 2012

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The amount of time devot forming only the Green
ed to the performances led to Club was not a part of a
a diverse lineup of music and Greek organization. "It's
dance styles. "I'm so proud of something they[Greek or
the creativity of our students," ganizations] traditionally
Regina Hyatt, one of the judg do," Taralyn Caudles, one
es of the competition, said. In of the judges of the com
many cases the traditional petition, said of the Greek
stomp that the competition is culture. However, tradition
know for came after story in does not mean they did not
innovate as the entire com
troductions.

debate viewers and CNN
focus groups as being
more understanding of
the struggles of everyday
Americans. "You think
these guys are going to
go out there and cut those
loopholes?" Biden asked
about unspecified moves
by Romney and Ryan
to balance tax cuts they
promise. Independent an
alysts agree the tax cuts
are not enough to make
up for the expense of con
tinuing the Bush tax cuts
and lowering the corpo
rate tax rate as Romney
has suggested.
Reaction immediately
after the conclusion of the
debate was mixed with
most acknowledging the

"I was surprised because
all of the other candidates
were equally qualified. All
of the girls were beautiful
inside and out, and they
were all active and promi
nent leaders on our cam
pus. I was very honored and
excited when they said my
name," she said.
Araiinejad would like
to open a physical therapy
clinic and possibly go into
medical mission work.
For her, the honor of being
homecoming queen is more
than a crown as it allows
her to perform acts of ser
vice to others. "I am super
excited that Smiles and I
will get to do a few things
she said. "First up is Toys

students enjoyed a variety
of other competitions and
activities, such as the Paint
the Town Blue decorating
competition and the Char
ger Stomp dance competi
tion. One of the most popu
lar events was the return
of Muddy Mayhem, a wild
obstacle course through
pits of mud. Even the rain
failed to slow down the fun
on Thursday afternoon.
"It was super messy!"
Christy Ruth, a freshman
participant, said. "One of
the greatest moments ever!
IVe never been so dirty be
fore and I seriously loved
every second of it."
With the addition of a
LAN party and a rowdy
cinderblock on the back dose of UAH hockey, thereboard and catching it in was something for every
one at Homecoming this
Earlier in the week, UAH year.
J,

night Madness, ip
UAH players in the men's
and women's basketball
divisions showed off their
skills and competed against
one another in 3-point
showdowns and a dunk
ing competition. Brother
and sister duo Jordan and
Jamie Smith stood out this
year, with Jaime edging
his sister as well as Brett
Wester in the 3-point com
petition. Jordan, mean
while, held her own
Bailee Robinson,
Hammon and Francheska Nimes in the women's
3-point competition. Wayne
Dedrick, a freshman, won
the dunking competition

help as they both notched
The other major high
a goal.
light
of the week was MidThe game looked to
be UAH's until the 2:00
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 mark
in the third pe
riod when the Mavericks
By Nicolas Neely, Staff Wrifer
Game two was a differ scored the tying goal that
to
do
the
job
of
protecting gest concerns, Brooks said
Congressman
Mo
Brooks
ent story. UAH finished
sent the game into over
and
Charlie
Holley
are
in
a
the
area's
interest,"
Holley they are linked and he is
the game tied with Min time. Overtime proved
opposed to new taxes be
battle for voters' attentions said.
nesota State at two goals uneventful though, which as each campaign heads
"Mr. Holley has to say ing used to correct them.
apiece. With a game un is why the game ended into the Aug. 6 election to something," Brooks said "Nations like Greece and
der his belt against the in a tie. UAH was hit convince constituents who in an interview with The Spain have a 20 percent
Mavericks, UAH goalie with seven penalties, yet is best to represent Ala Charger Times. "Mr. Holley employment rate. Taxes
John Griggs stood on successfully stymied all bama's Fifth Congressional along with his teammates damage the economy and
Barack Obama and Nancy stop job creation." Brooks
his head Saturday night. Minnesota State power District.
Holley, a minister and Pelosi believe higher taxes also called attention to his
Minnesota State man plays, including a 3 on 5 computer administrator, is or government interven recent vote to prevent an
aged to sneak two shots disadvantage.
the Democrat challenging tion and socialism are the increase in student loan
by him, but he stopped
UAH is now winless in Brooks, the Republican in solution to America's eco interest rates.
'Tf UAH students be
the other 51 that were the last 10 matchups with cumbent, for the seat Brooks nomic problems. Their re
has
held
since
2010.
Brooks
cord
of
four
years
with
an
lieve
in socialism, accumu
put on goal. Captain Cur the Mavericks of Minne
unmatched
unemployment
has
been
forced
to
deflect
lating
debt and insolvency,
tis deBruyn and Craig sota State.
criticism from Holley, most rate with the exception then Mr. Holley is their
Pierce gave Griggs some
notably the accusation that of the Great Depression candidate. Mr. Holley will
Brooks has aligned himself proves that Mr. Honey's take us down that path,"
Follow us for
with extremist factions in philosophy causes more Brooks said. Brooks got
instant news!
Congress. Holley contends harm than good. I believe into hot water last year
that partisan head butting in free markets, capitalism, for using the term Social
has rendered Brooks inef less government interven ist to describe opponents
fective, citing that Brooks tion. You have a Senate and before a debate in the
thechargertimes
@thechargertimes has only sponsored three House pandering to voters House of Representatives.
pieces of legislation since for votes, no solutions for se It is those statements that
taking office. For compari questration and record high Mr. Holley believes dem
son, Brook's predecessor, national debt."
onstrate Brooks' inability
Parker Griffith sponsored
Brooks does not consider to lead. "A congressman's
legislative sponsorship to ability to do anything in
10 bills during his term.
By Charlie Holley, Guest Writer
"The blame rests square be the sole marker of suc Washington begins with
ly on his shoulders. He has cess, referring to his "fight the number of friends he
I guess you want to failed to protect the Fifth ing freshman" award from can make," responded the
at that time. After finish
ing college and graduating know why a UAHuntsville District and instead aligned the U.S. Business and In Holley campaign.
The race will be decided
with a B.S. in Business Ad grad and technology geek himself with extreme fac dustrial Council for helping Nov.
6. For students interest
tions in Washington. If protect manufacturing jobs.
ministration, I found my like me would want to en Brooks had been doing his When it was pointed out to ed in either candidate, their
self carrying student loan ter politics and run for US job, the City of Huntsville Brooks that young voters campaign sites are: http://
debt into my newly realized Congress. Simply put, I be wouldn't have hired his for consider jobs and debt re mobrooksforcongress.com/
American dream of home lieve in the power of com mer opponent, Steve Raby, duction to be their two big- and http://www.clhoIley.com/
ownership and a steady job. mon, ordinary people like
Fast-forward
to
to myself making positive students can find good em
day and you will find me changes in the lives of oth ployment after they gradu
slumped over a computer ers. I believe that with my ate. I will also support the
at Huntsville Hospital. I background experiences, effort to keep college loan
am a Computer Adminis my business degree and interest rates low and set
trator and self professed my technology experience, up flexible repayment pro
technology geek. I have a I can be a great asset as grams for students who
beautiful wife of over 24 congressman for north Ala cannot find employment or
years and we were blessed bama.
who choose low-paying jobs
with two children from
I know what it is like to help out in struggling ar
our marriage. However, to struggle through school eas of the country.
our thirteen-year-old son and wrestle with debt af
If you want to know
suddenly passed away terwards. Even though I re more about me, please visit
from cardiac arrest while ceived a basketball scholar my website at CLHolley.
playing basketball at his ship, I still had to get loans com.
middle school. Those were to finish my degree. As a
Thank You, and GO
some very trying times for congressman, I will focus
CHARGERS!!
our family.
on creating jobs so college
Charlie Holley

UAH Hockey

Mo Brooks and Charlie Holley volley for votes

Letter from Charlie Holley

When I stepped into
Spragins Hall, I quickly
realized things had not
changed that much since
the 1989-1990 time frame.
I could still feel that sense
of excitement streaming
from the Charger fan side
of the gym. The memories
began to flood my mind of
glory days gone by. I can
still remember the game
, winning- three-point-shot
I drained with three sec
onds remaining on the
clock to clinch the tourna
ment. I can still feel the
quake of the gym when
I sank a half-court shot
against Alabama A&M
just before halftime that
sent Charger fans into a
frenzy.
Those were the good old
days. Coach Lenny Acuff
was the assistant coach

Email us

chargertimes@uah

www.chargertimes.org
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Fatal Vision

By Dawn Carey, Staff Writer
Have you ever thought
it was a good idea to drink
and drive? Have you ever
lad an urge to drive one
of the golf carts running
around campus? The UAluntsville Police Departnent will be holding a
?atal Vision Halloween
event Oct. 24 at 6 p.m. on
the lawn near the Uni
versity Center. Fatal Vi
sion is an educational and
fun event in which stuients can drive a golf cart
through a small course of

traffic cones while wearing
"beer goggles" that imitate
vision while intoxicated
The event is designed to
demonstrate to students
the perils of driving while
under the influence of al
cohol. Come out, take a
spin and try not to hit any
thing!

Tweet us!
imes

Muddy Mayhem

By Claudia Mesnil-Baez, Staff Writer

Counseling Center
By Dawn Carey, Staff Writer

Hardships come to all
students at some point
in the form of everything
from stress to family is
sues, and the UAHuntsville Counseling Center
wants to offer a hand.
The Counseling Cen
ter offers free services for
enrolled students Monday
through Friday from 8:15
a.m. to 5 p.m. or by appoint
ment. They can help with
multiple problems such
as homesickness, loneli
ness, anxiety, substance
abuse, relationship prob-

lems, stress management
and more. The Counseling
Center assures everyone
that they are aware of spe
cial needs and concerns
from sexuality to national
ity to cultural issues. "Our
counselors are sensitive to
the issues surrounding in
dividuals in these groups,"
they said.
"The staff at the UAH
Counseling Center under
stands how the challenges
of life and other unforeseen
circumstances can lead to
harmful effects on mood,

•S

the Counseling Center's
services, Thomas looked
interested. "I can just go?
I might do that," he said.
There are students who
are unaware of all the help
that UAHuntsville aims to
offer, but the information
is spreading.
There should be no wor
ries about confidentiality;
the counselors follow strict
procedures to secure your
privacy. Staff cell phone
use is also discouraged at
the office for the very same
reason. The counselors are
there to help all students
with the difficulties faced
at college.

health, academics, or gen
eral wellbeing," a brochure
for the center said. "Our
staff are licensed profes
sionals who can provide
guidance and counseling
for many of the problems
that students face in their
academic pursuits."
Students develop so
cially, academically and fi
nancially throughout their
years at college; many are
on a quest to find them
selves or determine who
they want to be. "Student
life gets crazy stressful,"
Haley Thomas, a third
year student, said. "Tests
are the worst part."
After being informed of

Know your dean: Dr. Gaeda

Photo Credit: Jessica Marae

By Nicolas Neely, Sfaff Writer

Oct. 12 was a cold and hockey goal. All competi
rainy day, but that did tors had to pair up with
not stop UAHuntsville a partner in order to par
students from coming out ticipate, which promoted
to celebrate Homecoming teamwork. As each team
in the popular Muddy began they ran into the
mud and sank but crawled
Mayhem competition.
The Health and Physi their way out and contin
cal Education depart ued the course covered in
ment and Charger Suc mud. Then they would get
cess sponsored the event. wet going through the in
The students who partic flatable pools. At the end
ipated were mostly part of the course girls and
of Charger Success class guys alike would come out
es, but they were accom exhausted and gasping
panied by experienced with huge grins on their
Muddy Mayhem com faces. The excitement and
petitors from
previous the adrenaline created a
years. As the spectators motivational and fun en
watched, soaking in the vironment.
rain, the teams splashed
More than 60 students
them and each other with showed up and more stu
dents watched them from
water and mud.
The course consisted of the sidelines, motivating
two thick puddles of mud, them to go as fast as they
a wheelbarrow, a bas could. The obstacle course
ketball hoop, two pools for Muddy Mayhem was
with muddy water and a put together two days

before the competition m
order to build the hype
and get people interested
in competing. On Friday,
students doubted that the
event would still go on
with such bad weather.
However, the rain favored
the competition and made
it more exciting. It was
something different that
took everyone out of their
routine.
As the crowd watched
and the teams finished
their race there were
exciting
conversations.
Some people said: "I want
to do that again!" Others,
"I cannot believe you got
me into this!" Many just
said, "That was great,
I am coming back next
year." Muddy Mayhem
was a great success and
many of those standing
on the sidelines wanted to
participate next year.

If you have ever had to
drop a class, add a class, or
deal with any kind of aca
demic red tape, you have
probably been forced to meet
with your College's Dean. It
can be very intimidating. If
you have ever considered en
rolling in UAH's Graduate
Program, then you've prob
ably encountered the Dean
of Graduate Studies in some
form. This ongoing feature
will help to alleviate some of
those anxieties by showing
that the college deans do not
drink blood and are here to
make sure you get the best
education experience pos
sible.
Dr. Rhonda Gaeda, Inter
im Dean of Graduate Stud
ies
Graduate School spans
across the colleges. Interim.
Dean of Graduate Studeies
is a halftime dean. Dr. Gae
da teaches in the Electrical
and Computer Engineering
Program as well.
Tell the students some
thing they may not know
about you.
I've taken two conduct
ing classes from the music
department. I direct a hand
bell group at my church
and an audition community
group.
What are some of the
college's biggest achieve
ments since your tenure
began?
I think we have made
strides in creating a greater
sense of community among

the graduate students. We
have started holding more
student events, activities
during the Week of Wel
come and trying to move
some of our commmiications
forward. We have a Facebook page that I want to add
more content to. We have
not moved to a completely
electronic format, but when
we do students will be able
to submit forms, fill-in pdfs
and such on their comput
ers. We still need to final
ize some of the rules for the
Joint Degree program allow
ing students to have dual
credit for two masters.
What current chal
lenges is the College fac
ing that you as Dean are
helping the College to
overcome?
I think the graduate
school needs a full-time
Dean. We have a challeng
ing budget situation. It is a
challenge when some colleg
es have more Masters pro
grams and PhD programs
and others have none. The
President's strategic plan
ning process wants to in
crease the number of gradu
ate students to 25 percent
of students. That means
adding 800 new grad stu
dents. Funding for gradu
ate students is a challenge.
A lot of things we do involve
working closer with the in
dividual departments more
so than the undergraduates.
We are closer to the faculty.
Can vou tell the stu-

dents about any upcom
ing programs or positive
changes related to any of
the Graduate Programs
they might be interested
in?
We are in the process of
adding the electronic thesis
and doctoral submission ap
plication.
On Oct. 26 we are having
movie night in time for Hal
loween. We are airing Ghostbusters. We have some new
degrees: a Master's of Inte
grated Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics
and a Master's degree of Ed
ucation and Differentiated
Instruction. We are wait
ing for final approval from
the Alabama Department
of Education but we expect
that soon.
Can you explain to stu
dents who had not con
sidered studying earn
ing a Master's Degree
why they should defi
nitely give UAH's Grad
program a second look?
Unemployment is lower
and pay is higher. There
are many jobs that are dif
ficult to get with just an un
dergraduate degree. Law
chemistry and psychology
are difficult to get jobs wild
just an undergraduate de
gree, for many a Masters is
the de facto degree.
Please like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/ua
huntsvillegraduateschool
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Club Spotlight: Undergraduate
Minority Mentoring Program

files@x<elprint.<om
Open Mon - Fri
8am - 4:30pm

By Claudia Mesnil-Baez, Staff Writer
The Undergraduate
Minority Mentoring Prograai is a new initiative
at UAHuntsville that
helps first-year students
of African-American and
Hispanic descent adjust
to college socially and
academically.
The primary objective
of the program is to con
tribute to the success of
students with its men
toring' system. Every
new member is assigned
a mentor as a guide and
role model that may help
him or her academically
and socially. A mentor
is someone that already
has experienced student
life at UAHuntsville and

knows how the school's
system works. A mentor
is also always available
for academic help and
advice.
The program is popu
lar for the events it plans
for students to build up
a group of friends with
similar backgrounds and
interests. These activi
ties include the Minority
Student Mixer, where
new mentees get to know
other mentees and their
mentors. Other activi
ties include the Cookout,
the Hispanic Celebra
tion that happens dur
ing Hispanic Heritage
Month, and more. The
program also helps stu-

dents with different op
portunities to fit in cam
pus by slowly adjusting
socio-culturally
and
finding T organizations
or clubs that have to do
with their interests.
"I highly encourage
minority students to be
part of the program; it
helps bring students togetlSSf^and it inspires
them to have high aca
demic goals," Terrence
Burroughs, one of the
mentees, said. Any mi
nority student can join
the program by emailing
Mrs. Rosemary Robin
son at the Office of Stu
dent Life.
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Students
unfamiliar
with the UAHuntsville
Marketing Association may
be surprised that the new
management wants to fo
cus more on the fun aspects
of marketing, which means
more community involve
ment, networking and rais
ing awareness of the more
creative efforts behind
marketing.
But there are challenges
with these goals."I keep ev
erybody on the same page,"
Cora Cloud, the President

of UAHMA, said about
managing the activities
of the organization. This
means Cloud schedules offi
cer meetings and helps pro
mote the monthly keynote
speakers. Moreover she has
to manage what she de
scribes as different levels of
dedication and motivation.
"We have a lot of people
from different backgrounds
and different interests and
activities," Cloud said about
the diversity of the Mar
keting Association. She

later noted that there is a
difference between liberal
arts majors and business
majors but said, "As long as
everybody is on the same
page everything is ok."
Organization and man
agement of the various
schedules is important con
sidering that everything is
different than last year's
Marketing
Association.
"Every single officer gradu
ated last year" Cloud said,
which left the Marketing
Association with the poten

tial to change direction. "We
changed everything, we re
vamped the style," she said.
Their style also includes
their social media presence
on Facebook and on-campus advertisement.
"I didn't want it to be a
typical business club," she
said. She wants to turn
the monthly guest speaker
events into a twice-a-month
event. Cloud also said she
wants students to know
that people should never
stop learning and that net

working is important to
success. 4CWe are taking the
things we learn in school
and applying it. We don't
want people to just learn
things from a book and
then close the book and for
get it." The Marketing As
sociation remedies the gap
between theory and prac
tice by applying theories
such as buyer behavior and
psycho-analytic work to rebranding campaigns. The
Marketing Association of
ficers recently worked with

Starbucks to brand thenproducts to a different de
mographic.
Students are encour
aged to come to the UAH
Marketing Club. "You don't
have to be a marketing ma
jor to join or even be an of
ficer," Cloud said.The UAH
Marketing Association has
their keynote speaker se
ries on the second Wednes
day of the month and
their regular meetings on
the last Wednesday of the
month.

By Samantha Jenkins, Staff Writer
Who is that group in
medieval garb out on the
lawn of the University
Center? What are they
doing? Fencing?.Are they
Live Action Role Players?
No, the group we see is
part of a worldwide soci
ety known as the Society
for Creative Anachronism
that focuses on recreating
the medieval time period.
This recreation is not con
sidered LARPing because
participants do not solely
act out roles. They learn
the culture, activities and
even invent a name to fur
ther immerse them into a
true medieval lifestyle.
The worldwide society
is split into a number of
kingdoms, which are ba
sically regions. For in
stance, the Kingdom of
Meridies consists of Ala
bama, Georgia, Tennes
see and portions of the
surrounding states. To
narrow things down ever
further, kingdoms are
broken down into shires.
For example, the Huntsville area is known as the
Shire of An Dun Theine,

led by Daryl Gorff.
Some of the many ac
tivities available in the
society are armored com
bat, rapier combat, ar
chery (combat and tar
get), throwing weapons,
heraldry and a variety
of arts and sciences. An
other key part that sets
this society apart from
live action role-playing is
that the weapons, armor,
garb, etc. are all real. The
materials used to create
the weapons and armor
are meant to look and feel
exactly like the weapons
and armor did in the me
dieval times.
The society goes to
great lengths to make the
medieval experience as
realistic and accurate as
possible, all while keep
ing safety in mind. "We
try our best to recreate
anything that was done
as long as there is a safe
way to do it," Gorff said.
Arts and science activi
ties include garb making,
cooking and jewelry mak
ing. These materials and
techniques are authentic

as well. So even if some
one is not interested in
any type of combat, arts
and sciences is a great
way to get involved and
express creativity. "If it
was done in the period,
there is someone doing
it now," participant Wade
Harlow said.
A great exhibition of
this recreation can be
seen at periodic events. At
these gatherings, differ
ent types of tournaments
are held and classes for
the activities are avail
able to new members.
After a day or weekend
of tournaments, there is
a celebration and a huge
feast with music and
dancing.
To get involved in our
local shire, An Dun The
ine, simply visit the prac
tices that are held every
Thursday from 5:30 p.m.
to sundown on the Uni
versity Center lawn. The
leader, or seneschal of our
local group is Daryl Gorff.
No experience is needed.
"All a newcomer needs to
bring is curiosity, interest
and questions,"Gorff said.

THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION AT UAHUNSTVIL
IS EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THAT

TRUNK OR TREAT IS BACK AGAIN THIS FALU
DATE: 9CT9BER 26TH
TIME: 4PM-6PM
L9CATI9N: INTCRM9DAL PARKING DtCK (LCVCL
UAH STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS WILL HAVE THEIR TRUNKS DECORATE
AND FILLED WITH CANDY TO GIVE OUT TO TRUNK OR TREATERS
WE WILL HAVE: APPLE BOBBING. BROOM RACING.
PUMPKIN PAINTING. MUMMY WRAPPING AND MORE!
COSTUMES ENCOURAGED BUT NOT REQUIRED.
FOR MORE INFORMATION EMAIL RACHEL KING RNK0Q03@UAH EDO
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS SIGN UP HERE: HTTR://TINYURL.C0M/9SC7VR7
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The Casual Vacancy
By Gage Smythe, Managing Editor

Chemical Engineer
Gone Jewelry Maker

By Samantha Jenkins, Staff Writer
Shemayne Carroll, a
UAHuntsville student,
has turned a hobby into
a business.
While pursuing her
degree in chemical engineering, Carroll adopted jewelry making as a
way to take her mind
away from her studies
and to relax.
Carroll started making jewelry this fall as a
hobby. The idea of jewelry making came from
her mother, who is very
creative herself Carroll simply picked up
materials from around
her house and went
to work not knowing
that it would become a
habit. Her work ranges
in style from elegant
pieces to a style resembling steam punk. She

uses a variety of beads,
but tends to favor glass
and crystal. The wire
for her jewelry comes in
every color. Carroll focuses on necklaces, but
has worked with match
ing earrings for some of
her pieces. Though she
has not priced her items,
Carroll says that an estimated price would be
somewhere between $25
and $35 to account for
the materials and labor,
So far she has given away
just a few pieces, but is
excited about creating
more and selling them,
After a long day of
classes and studying, she
says it is nice to do something with her hands,
"It's just a good way to
wind down," Carroll said,
To her, jewelry making

Photo Creditdarra Anzalone
is thoughtless and easy,
almost methodical. She
hopes to continue her re
cently developed hobby
for years to come. Be
cause she is new to sell
ing, she is open to new
ideas. "Anything that I
can do could be custom
ized, any color wire that

The Nook: Part Two

alcoholic than the Pumpkinfest, it tastes much
sweeter. There is once
again a very strong pres
ence of seasonal spices
but coupled with that one
also get notes of whipped
cream and brown sugar.
In all honesty, this beer
tastes like pumpkin pie!
Both of these beers
were delicious and these
two are not even all of the
pumpkin ales The Nook
carries. If one likes good
beer and wants something
mildly sweet and spicy
fitting the Halloween
season, give Terrapin's
Pumpkinfest a try. If one
is maybe not as much of
a beer drinker but wants
some pumpkin pie with
their alcohol, then Ste
vens Point's Whole Hog
Pumpkin Ale is just wait
ing at The Nook.

By David Vail, Staff Writer

Halloween is getting
closer and closer and
ghosts, cobwebs and pumpkins are popping up all
over the place. Pumpkins
in particular are a fascinating tradition, whether
they are carved into jacko'-lanterns or baked into
pumpkin pie. On the flip
side, others like to eelebrate this season with
a new style of beer called
pumpkin ale. Continuing
last week's review of The
Nook's enormous selection
of beers, the following is a
sample of these pumpkin
ales.
Pumpkinfest - This first
pumpkin ale comes from
Terrapin Brewing Company located in Athens, Ga.

sputtering
was season two of this
cable show, the pre
miere of season three of
The Walking Dead shows
much potential by bring
ing in new terrain and
new characters.
"Seed" got off to a slow
start, opening with the
characters scavenging for
food and looking much
more haggard than in the

It has an Alcohol by Volume of 6.10 percent and
a brownish orange tint,
It has many of the classic
spices and fragrances one
would normally associate
with the fall season like
nutmeg, cinnamon and
of course the very strong
presence of pumpkin. It is
mildly sweet with an unfiltered texture that lingers
a bit and leaves room to
appreciate the strong presence of the seasonal spices.
Whole Hog Pumpkin
Ale - This pumpkin ale
comes from Stevens Point
Brewery, located in Stevens Point, Wis. It has an
ABV of 7.50 percent, and
the color is again a brownish orange. Though more

tr survival of a harsh,
off-screen winter (and
since, apparently, their
mysteriously endless sup
ply of Pantene and Maybelline seems to have fi
nally run out).
The writers bring psy
chological depth to the
show by displaying the
gradual desensitizing of
the characters to the vio
lence they must suffer as

you want, any color bead
that you want and any
particular style. If you
just give me an idea I
could design something,"
Carroll said. Anyone in
terested in viewing or
buying Carroll's unique
work is free to email her
at
shemychan@gmail.

in young Carl. In the previ
ous Season Carl was forced
to put down his father's
zombified best friend.
When Rick leads them on
an ambitious "storm the
castle" mission in search
of a new survival base, the
show takes on the tone of
a deer hunting program as
the characters stalk and
corner their zombie prey,
then raucously celebrate

If you are looking for
a sequel to the beloved
Harry Potter series, steer
clear of J.K. Rowling's
new book and whatever
you do, do not read it to a
child. However, if you are
looking for a thoughtful
novel about the scandals
surrounding a small town
city council in England,
look no further.
The book begins
with the death of beloved
City Councilman Barry
Fairbrother and deals
with the fallout emanat
ing from
his untimely
passing. Most of the
characters are petty, su
perficial and all together
loathsome. I can count on
one hand the number of
characters I did not de
spise. Most of them felt
like variations on a theme
of Uncle Dursley and
Aunt Petunia from Rowl
ing's previous works.
Rape, heroin ad
diction, teenage sexual
encounters and child
abuse are just a sampling
of subjects hit on in the
book. There is a certain
soap opera element to it
that detracts from the
struggles of the people
dealing with the reality
of Barry's death. The book
often drags into drawn
out descriptions of the
small town's history and
the . contentious debates
between factions for and
against public housing in
the area. While necessary
in setting up the finale,

fected with the virus.
As if to appease comic
Rick seems to be grow
book fans who are no doubt
ing as tired of Lori's mewl
still in the blogosphere ar
ing as we are, as he spends
guing about the liberties
most of the episode giving
taken with the original
her the cold shoulder and
plot and characters, the
barking out grueling or
show chooses this point to
ders to the other members
bring in a character who is
of the group. Meanwhile,
a favorite among the comic
she caves in to horrifying
readers. While the initial
worst-case scenarios for
premise for her character
her impending pregnancy,
seems ridiculous, even for
pondering the consequenc
a post-apocalyptic zom
es should the fetus be in-

they were long and unin
teresting.
With
Rowling's
history of creating be
loved teenage characters,
it is not surprising that
the most developed char
acters in the book are
children. In essence, the
whole story boils down to
the teenagers and their
resentment of the adults
in their lives. They spur
on the inevitable clash
between the two factions
that takes over half of the
book to actually reach.
Despite my loath
ing for most of the char
acters and the obvious
mounting tensions lead
ing up to the predictable
ending, I found myself
rooting for characters I
otherwise considered de
spicable. There is an ele
ment to almost everyone
in the book that makes
them human, even oddly
relatable. One cannot
help but put themself into
their shoes and wonder
if they would more noble
decisions.
The thing that sets
"The Casual Vacancy"
apart is that it is gritty,
dark and disturbingly au
thentic. In the place of ide
alized good and evil, there
is only petty bickering
between liberals and con
servatives. In the place
of the inevitable happily
ever after, there is just an
unworthy man filling an
insatiable vacancy.
bie show, viewers have no
choice but to bear with the
writers as they bring her
- and her unconventional
pets - to life.
Despite the slow start,
the episode has the ex
plosive ending that has
become expected for the
series. Viewers will come
for the gratuitous undead
slaughter-fest and cheesy
character dynamics, but
they will stay simply to
find out "what happens
next\ S - > ^I
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3 Wins Down, 2 To Go For Women's Soccer
By Sara McMahan, Sports Reporter

Drew Brees Breaks Touchdown Record

By Edgar Lopez Vega, Sports Reporter

Photo Cred i t M CTCa m p us
Drew Brees, the quar
terback for the New
Orleans Saints, tied
legendary quarterback
;|j|feiijay Unitas for the
record number of touch
downs thrown in consec
utive games.
Brees came into his
47th game with his team
starting out the sea
son 0-4. The team ral
lied behind Brees, and

in the first quarter Brees
threw the record-break
ing pass to wide receiver
Devery Henderson. After
the touchdown, the crowd
cheered and it was an
nounced that Brees was
indeed the new titleholder.
The last game Brees did)
not complete a touchdown
pass in was Oct. 4, 2009
against the New York Jets.

SEC on top of BCS

Evidently, that counts
for three years of having
completed a touchdownthrowing pass in every
game he has played. Dur
ing the 47 games Brees
has thrown an astonish
ing 114 touchdowns.
After Brees broke the
record, which was thought
to be unbreakable, he
seems to be on his way to
the NFL Hall of Fame.

Photo Credit-MCTCampus

The University of Al
abama in Huntsville's
women's soccer team
is looking to stretch a
three-win streak into five
before heading into the
post season for the Gulf
South Conference Cham
pionship.
The Lady Chargers
have taken down three
GSC teams within the
last week to make their
conference record 4-4.
They saw West Geor
gia, Christian Broth
ers and Delta State in
key matchups to set the
stage for the upcoming
championship
tourna
ment in the beginning of
next month. The Char
gers will need the quick
feet of Khadijah Jannah
to continue to lead in
scoring in tough situa
tions. Khadijah scored
two of UAHuntsville's

Crimson Tide defensive back Ha:Sean Clinton-Dix defends in the third
quarter.
Right Alabama Crimson Tide running back Eddie Lacy jumps over Mis
souri Tigers defensive back as he attempts a diving tackle.

By Taylor Reed, Sports Reporter

The BCS rankings have
been released and for the
first time ever, four teams
from the same conference
are ranked in the top seven.
No. 1- Alabama: The
Crimson Tide has never be
fore been ranked No. 1 in
the initial BCS standings
but this year they earned
their spot as the best team
in the country. It took the
Tide 10 hours, 30 minutes
to get to Missouri. After
kickoff, however, it only
took Alabama 45 seconds
to reach the end zone as
Eddie Lacy ran for a 73yard touchdown. The Tide
led 28-0 before a rain de
lay. The Tide never stopped
reigning, gaining a season
high of 533 yards on of-

and Yeldon ran for over
320 yards combined, while
the No. 1 Alabama defense
held Missouri to 3 rushing
yards. It came as no sur
prise; Alabama holds the
No. 1 spot in the BCS.
No. 2- Florida: The SEC
fans love it but the rest of
the nation looks on in both
shock and disgust as Flor
ida jumped Oregon and
landed in the No. 2 spot.
The last thing the nation
wants to see is another allSEC national champion
ship. The SEC has won the
last six national champi
onships and has a total of
eight BCS national cham
pionship trophies. Other
conferences want a chance.
The Big 12 has the seconc

1998 when the BCS came
out, there has only been
two times that neither the
No. 1 or 2 team made it
to the national champion
ship. As things look no\fr,
the SEC will dominate.
The Gators deserve their
spot at No. 2. Florida has
proven their ability to play,
as they are undefeated 6-0
with a win against another
top SEC team, LSU.
No. 6- LSU: LSU is one
spot away from being a
top-5 team and sits as
the highest ranked oneloss team since 2008. The
last time that a team was
ranked as high as LSU
with one loss, it was Okla
homa, and they went on
to win

four goals against West
Georgia (final 4-1) and
the only two goals scored
against Delta State (final
2-1). They will also need
Cady Reisman to contin
ue assisting for key goals.
Cady led the Chargers in
assists for the Christian
Brothers game.
Before the GSC Cham
pionship, UAHuntsville
must square off against
the University of North
Alabama to complete
their regular season con
ference play. A win over
UNA is crucial for the
Chargers heading into
the GSC championship.
The matchup will take
place in Huntsville Oct.
20 at 7 p.m. at Charger
Park. The Chargers are
completely capable of de
feating the UNA Lions.
They previously lost to
the Lions by two goals
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not out of the race. They
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have only one loss, which
, :
T
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came last week to r londa.
LSU just beat last week's
No. 3 team in the coun
try, who is also from the
SEC. LSU still has games
against Alabama and No.
12 Mississippi State. If
the Tigers can give each of
these teams their first loss
of the season, they have a
resume that will lead them
straight into the national
championship game.
No. 7- South Carolina:
South Carolina is the second highest ranked oneoss team, si ing rig
ehind conference nv
LSU. The Gamecocks lost
this week to LSU by only

the BCS race? Not at all!
Next week South Carolina
will take on Florida. With
.
. , ,, ~ ,
a win
against the Gators,
„
,•
,
p
South Carolina will only
,
, TOTT
J
have one loss to LSU and
will be headed to the SEC
championship to take on
Alabama.
Do not underestimate
the SEC. The only sure
thing in the SEC right now
is that Bama is No. 1. The
race for second place is far
from over. Florida, LSU,
South Carolina and No. 11
Qgoj-gj^ whose only loss
is to South Carolina, are
^ m
m
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j gtate gtm hag not
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^ ^ they wjI] ghow

scored within a minute
of each other late in the
second half. Continuing a
strong defense, combined
with the offensive force
the Chargers have used
in the past three games,
the Chargers can get a
win to keep up their win
ning streak.
The Chargers will
also see Union before
the championship. The
match will be a good
workout before head
ing into the tournament.
They have already seen
Union this season and
won. A five-game
win
ning streak headed into
the GSC tournament
would give the Chargers
a nice confidence boost to
help them bring home a
championship. Come out
and support these ladies
to help them continue
their winning streak.
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their skills against Ala21
bama two weeks from now;
^^
Nq_ lg Tex&g 22
23
A&M has one loss against

TEAMRECORD
Alabama
Florida
Oregon
Kansas State
Notre Dame
LSU
South Carolina
Oregon State
Oklahoma

use
Georgia
Mississippi State
West Virginia
Florida State
Rutgers
Louisville
Texas Tech
Texas A&M
Clemson
Stanford.
Cincinnati
Boise State
TCU
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NFL Week 6 Recap
By Christopher Howard, Sports Reporter
Week 6 of the NFL sea
son featured multiple up
sets as the New England
Patriots and the Cincin
nati Bengals each lost to
teams with worse records
that they were supposed
to beat.
This week also had two
overtime games. The Buf
falo Bills topped the Ari
zona Cardinals 19-16 and
the Philadelphia Eagles
lost to the Detroit Lions
26-23.
The two' games that
were supposed to be close
ended up being blowouts
as the previously unde
feated Houston Texans
were upended by the
Green Bay Packers with
Aaron Rodgers throwing
six touchdowns for a 42-23
win. The New York Giants
defense also stepped up to

allow only one field goal
by the 49ers. Their offense
was also able to put up 26
points against San Fran
cisco's stingy defense.
The Baltimore Ravens
were able to hold off a
late rally from the Dallas
Cowboys which ended in a
missed 51-yard field goal.
The attempt could have
been closer but bad clock
management
prevented
that.
On the other side of a
late field goal game is a
game-winning 55-yarder
hit by Matt Bryant of the
Atlanta Falcons as they
beat the Oakland Raiders.
The win by the Falcons
coupled with the Texans
loss makes the Falcons the
only remaining undefeated
team.
Rookie
Quarterbacks

Robert Griffin III of the
Washington Redskins and
Ryan Tannehill of the Mi
ami Dolphins both led
their teams to a win over
the Vikings and Rams, re
spectively.
The No. 1 overall pick
Andrew Luck and his In
dianapolis Colts fell to the
New York Jets 9-35. This
win and a solid game from
QB Mark Sanchez should
hold off chants for Tim
Tebow, at least for a week.
In the final
Sunday
game from week 6, the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
thumped Brady Quinn in
his first start as the Kan
sas City Chiefs QB. The
final score was 38-10.
Week 7 begins Oct. 18
as the Seahawks take on
the 49ers.

Photo CredikMCTCampus

Midnight Madness Kicks
off Basketball Season
By Andy Donovan, Sports Reporter

As the clock struck
midnight Friday, your
UAHuntsville
Char
ger Basketball program
kicked off its much-antici
pated season in spectacu
lar fashion.
Midnight Madness was
the culminating event of
UAH's homecoming week
and was capped off with
an introduction of both
the men and women of the
2012-2013 squads. Each
team competed in a threepoint shooting contest as
well as the main event of
the night, the men's dunk

freshman guard Wayne
Dedrick unseated twotime defending champion
Conner Blasi in the finals.
The three-point contest
became a sibling battle
with Jaime Smith defeat
ing his younger sister Jor
dan in the finals.
Overall, the
night
served as an opportunity
for Charger fans to meet
their new teams and to
create excitement for the
upcoming season. Excite
ment is easy to come by
these days in Spragins
Hall as expectations have

Photo Credit: Jessica Magee
Both the men's and wom
en's teams were picked
as favorites to win the
Gulf South Conference,
and they are both ranked
within the top 25 teams
in the country to start
the season. Both teams
are veteran laden and are
returning the majority
of their top playmakers
from last season's NCAA
tournament squads.
Official practice be
gins this week for both
teams and you can see
your Chargers in action
for the first time on Nov.
9 in Spragins Hall. The
women's team will play at
5 p.m. directly followed by

UAH Men Must Finish Strong

By Sara McMahan, Sports Reporter
With four games left in
the season, the Universi
ty of Alabama in Huntsville's men's soccer team
must come together un
der the pressure of back
to back conference games
leading into the Gulf
South Conference Cham
pionship Tournament.
The men's soccer team
is building off of the early
season lessons learned
by tough losses. The
Chargers, currently 0-8
in conference play, must
finish strong in the final
stretch of the season. A
five-game losing streak
has plagued the UA
Huntsville men's soccer
they are look-

the suspense of the post
season closing in fast.
They will see Union
Oct. 18 at 3 p.m. at Char
ger Park. A win over
Union is achievable for
the Chargers. The men
have seen Union previ
ously this season, falling
short after getting behind
in the first half. Kyle Sim
mons was the standout
in UAHuntsville's match
against Union earlier in
the season. He will be a
key player again in the
rematch. A win against
Union would not only
spark confidence in the
team for the final stretch
but it would also carry
momentum into the final

After Union, the Char
gers will see Shorter,
West Florida and West
Alabama all in the same
week. UAHuntsville has
seen these teams be
fore. The Chargers will
be traveling to all of the
games. The travel as
well as insufficient time
between games for prep
aration may prove to be
a disadvantage for'the
Chargers, but they are
fully capable of bringing
home three wins headed
into the GSG Champi
onship.
Come out and sup
port the UAH men's soc
cer team at 3 p.m. on
Oct. 18 and help cheer
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On education issues
Where the presidential
candidates stand:
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Romney

Obama

Restrict
only to
JeJnlL
poorest rf
Z
students;
no details on how much
he would cut

Increased
spending
$16 billion
to $36 billion, grants
are bigger, more
students receive them;
says expansion paid for
with savings from
moving student loans
from private banks to
Dept. of Education

Would want Congress
to revise the education
law to eliminate the
federally required steps
that failing schools
must take to improve;
instead, he'd require
that states grade the
schools so parents
could easily fell how
they are doing

Has used money and
waivers from 2002 No
Child Left Behind law to
provide incentives to
states to do such things
as raise standards,
reward good teachers
and remove poor ones;
says costs are less
than 1 percent of total
U.S. education

Would allow parents of
low-income and
special-needs children
to decide how tax
dollars for their
children's educations
should be spent

Supports school choice
within the public school
system; has
encouraged
investments in public •
charter schools but
opposes vouchers

Wants to return student
lending to private
banks

Wants student
borrowers to be able to
cap loan payments at
10 percent of income;
started tax credit for
low-, middle-income
families paying for
college; wants incentive
plan to get colleges to
hold down costs

*shington Bureau
Robert Dorreil

1. Toward sunset
5. Set straight
10. Minor quarrel
14. Initial wager
15. Cowboy sport
16. Dwarf buffalo
17. Lingo
19. Russian emperor
20. An uncle
21. Optical maser
22. Attendance counter
23. Untanned hide
25. Descendant
27. Honest
Lincoln
28. Exhaustive
31. The language of Persia
34. Balderdash
35. Genus of macaws
36. Salt Lake state
37. Exalt
38. Blend
39. Drunkard
40. Hotel employee
41. Make improvements
42. Enthusiastic
45. Fertile areas
46. Floating wreckage
50. Craze
52. Inexpensive
54. 3 in Roman numerals
55. "Oh my!"
56. Huskiness
58. A period of discounted
prices
59. Ancient unit of dry mea
sure
60. Leer at
61. Pay attention to
62. Coarse-grained
63. Ale

1. Have second thoughts
2. Colonic
3. Scatter
4. One more than nine
5. Colonnade
6. Wingless bloodsucking insect
7. Doing nothing
8. Gear changing device
9. Neither
10. Skin pattern

11. Suggest
12. A young horse
13. Anagram of "Fear"18
Excuse
22. "Your majesty"
24. Chop finely
26. Replicate
28. Attempted
29. Smile
30. Not soft

31. Bother
32. At the peak of
33. A type of explanation
34. It helps to see the stars
37. A romantic meeting
38. Porn40. Brand of credit
card
41. Run away to wed
43. Lifted
44. Tastelessly showy

46. Not domesticated
47. Blockade
48. Passageway
49. Cheapskate
50. Sitcom set in Korea
51. Wings
53. Laugh
56. Skirts edge
57. Wealthy person (British
slang)
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EVENT CALENDAR

by Rachel Palazzo

Thursday. 10/18
NAACP Bake Sale 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. @ Morton Hal!
MSOC vs Union 3-5 o_m

Friday. 10/19
RELACS 3-4 p.m. @
Hall Multlpur... _ P08*3 Room

Frank Franz

HvZ Registration Ends
Artl r\A n
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Tom Kibble, Professor Emeritus
Imperial College London
October 23, 2012 at 2:30pm
Chan Auditorium / UAHuntsville

r[

^

Reception and light refreshments following the lecture

Professor Kibble will present a historical account of the developments leading up to the unification of weak
and electromagnetic interactions, as seen from his viewpoint in Imperial College.
Starting with a description of theoretical physics after the second world war, this presentation will cover early
gauge theories, obstacles to unification (especially the Goldstone Theorem), the development of the idea of
spontaneous symmetry breaking in gauge theories, and the construction of the unified electroweak model.
Professor Kibble will also present a discussion of later developments and the significance of recent discoveries
atCERN.
Professor Kibble is noted for his co-discovery of the Higgs mechanism and Higgs boson with Gerald Guralnik
and C. R. Hagen, was head of the Imperial College Physics Department (Blackett Laboratory) between 1985
and 1995, and was one of the two co-chairs of an interdisciplinary research program funded by the European
Science Foundation (ESF) on Cosmology in the Laboratory (COSLAB), which ran from 2001 to 2005.
Doors will open at 2p.m. so be there early to ensure you will have a seat for this exciting event!

Charger Times www.chargertimes.org

sales pick the
president?

The caWidate whose
Halloween mask sells best
has won the election, so say
some in the costume
business.
Election year
mask sales

1980

Won
electior

^oagaR
40% "Carter

7f

32% Mondale
1988 ...82% Bert

1992
1996

§~

IJT

38% Dukakis

g

39% Bush

|§

56% Clinton
40% Dole

M

33% McCain

2

0

1

—

^

X

L

36% Romney fH
'As of Sept 28
Source: Spirit Halloween,
pmewswire.com

C 2012 Mi

1% What did Mitt Romney
suggest recently to
improve air safety?
A. Fewer air controllers
B. Windows that open
on jetliners
C. Younger pilots
2* Barack Obama referred
in a speech to a tragedy,
saying, "Ten thousand
people died — an entire
town destroyed."To what
disaster was he referring?
A. A hurricane in Texas
B. An earthquake in China
C. A. tornado in Kansas

SsHjf Alpha290BStl?

3« Which golf twosome
reportedly has the lowest
average handicap?
A. Obaina and Biden
B. Former presidents Bill
Clinton and George Bush
C. House Speaker John
'
Boehner and former
Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice
4. Who was quoted in a
GOP ad running this June
as chiding: "Shame on
you, Barack Obama."
A. Bill Clinton
B. Hillary Clinton
C. Chelsea Clinton

Serf Guns

5*

According to a recent
survey, what percentage
of Republicans polled in
Ohip said Romney is
"more responsible" for
Osama bin Laden's death
than Obama?
A. 5 percent
k B. 10 percent
^ C. 15 percent
^
m

For her convenHon speech, Ann
Romney wore a
red Oscar de la
k Renta dress
B that cost
K $1,990. First
A lady
Hi Michelle

Obama wore a Tracy
Reese number. How many
of Michelle's dresses
could one buy for the
same cost as Ann's?
A. Two
B. Three
C. Four

12. Most presidents
change the rug in the Oval
Office, but what is wrong
with Obama's?
A. The eagle faces the
wrong way, toward the
claw with the arrows
B. It is missing two
stars that represent
the states
C. It misattributes a quote

If you add the heights
of Barack and Michelle
and those of Mitt and Ann,
how many inches taller
are the Democrats?
A. Two
B. Three
C. Four

13% As we all know,
Seamus, the Romney's
Irish setter, once rode
atop the car to Canada,

—-—.

3* If one combines the
ages of the couples, how
many years older are the
Republicans?
A. 9 years
B. 19 years
C. 29 years
®* Biden once sold used
cars. What did GOP vice
presidential nominee Paul
Ryan do?
A. Sexed chickens for Tyson
B. Drove the Oscar Meyer

Wieneimobile
C. Spent summers as an
Orkin exterminator
^ Romney and Obama
went to Harvard Law
School. Biden (barely) got
his law degree at
Syracuse University in
New York. Where did Ryan
get his degree?
A. Georgetown in
Washington, D.C.
B. University of Wisconsin
at Madison
C. Miami University in Ohio
What statue does
Romney want to restore to
the Oval Office?
A. A Remington bronco
buster
B. A bust of Winston
Churchill
C. A bust of Ronald Reagan

^

was ths maka

A. Chevrolet Caprice jg
J
B. American
¥
Motors Eagle I'".Jr
C. Ford Fairlane
JBT
14% In a recent 1I
Vanity Fair arti\
cle excerpting
a new book,
"Obama's Way," why
was It a good thing
Obama was not
\
relaxing on the
Truman balcony in the X •
evening last Nov. 11?
A. Lightning struck the
White House garden
B. A bullet hit a nearby
window
C. An Alabama high school
band mooned the White
House
1®» Which listing of
names is those of
Mitt's five sons?
A. Ben, Josh,
Craig, Matt
/
and Tagg
/
f >
B. Brad, Jeff,
Mark,
Caleb and §
|
• /
Tadd
C. Biff, Jason, /
J
j
Chuck,
I
jf.
Mitt Jr.
I f
J
m
and
Tr«gg
I)
/
|

pftefss. Mijsisearajjableto
tearfptategrapfiyte. for
ffiMspw&fstfs,

email
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He* da Iplace 3 Markstatace
Stassfisf?
•faaiptfadwtriag,
antfeastael infefe Tbettasga
fexfeyfemitomfey.
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of the station wagon?

9. B. Ryan worked for Oscar Meyer.
10. C. Trick question. Redhawk Ryan \ I
completed his double major in political .
science and economics from Miami
*
~
University. His wife, Janna, is the
Y \
.^
lawyer in the family, getting her Juris
%
Doctor at George Washington University. \ I
11.B. In London, the Republican said
'1
he'd return Winnie, replaced by Martin
\
Luther King Jr., when Obama moved in.
12. C. The rug attributes the words The arc \
of the moral universe is long, but it bend6
*
toward justice" to King, who did use them, but
the author is Theodore Parker, a pre-Civil .
War abolitionist.
13. A. A very-well-hosed-off Chevy Caprice.
14. B. Oscar Ortega-Hernandez was charged
with firing nine semiautomatic rifle slugs from a
car parked on Constitution Avenue, one of which
hit a balcony window.
15. A. Ben, Josh, Craig, Matt and Tagg.

